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ABSTRACT 
In this paper an artificial Elman Recurrent Neural Network 

(ERNN) is used for smart antenna adaptive beamforming. 

Neural network is used to calculate the optimum weights of 

uniform linear array antenna  that steer the radiation pattern of 

the antenna by directing multiple narrow beams toward the 

desired users and make nulling in the direction of unwanted 

users. Two different supervised training algorithms are used 

to train the  ERNN , they are Levenberg Marquardt (LM) 

algorithm and Resilient Backpropagation (Rprop) algorithm. 

Uniform linear array is used with five element and the spacing 

between element equal to half wavelength .The results of 

ERNN training using LM and Rprop showed that the 

performance of Neural Network (NN) trained by LM training 

algorithm is better than Rprop training algorithm ,since it 

consider the fastest backpropagation training  algorithm but it  

requires more memory than other algorithms.   

Keywords 
Smart Antenna, Conventional and Adaptive Beamforming, 

Elman Recurrent Neural Network.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
In modern mobile communication system, the demands for 

best coverage, higher quality of transmission and capacity 

improvement are constantly growing. The using of omni-

directional or sectored antennas in a conventional cellular 

system to make connection between the mobile user and the 

base station lead to waste a lot of power as the radiated    

power doesn't focus in specific directions [1,2].The mobile 

communication system is influenced by three main 

impairments, which are: co-channel interference ,delay spread 

and multipath[3].Smart antenna systems introduce an 

effective solution to the present impairments of wireless 

systems and achieving high speed and high data rate  of 

transmission. Smart antenna system can increase system 

capacity by focusing the maximum radiation toward desired 

users , while nulling interference sources. This allows higher 

frequency reuse within the same cell ,higher signal to 

interference (SIR) ratios and lower power consumption[4,5]. 

The adaptive beamforming algorithms that used by signal 

processing unit of smart antenna system give the ability of 

smart antenna to enhance the performance  of mobile 

communication system [6,7].This paper introduces proposed 

model of smart antenna adaptive beamforming based on 

ERNN. The neural network trained to calculate the optimum 

weights in order to direct narrow beam patterns of the arrays 

to the desired directions of targets and make nulling toward 

the direction of interfering sources . Neural network methods 

for smart antenna adaptive beamforming  introduces such 

advantages such as, ,fast convergence rates , increase system  

capacity, nonlinear property and adaptive learning capability. 

2. SMART ANTENNA SYSTEM 
Smart antenna system is an array of antennas that  terminated 

into an intelligence signal processing unit to make the  

transmission and reception of antenna in an adaptive, spatially 

sensitive manner .Smart antennas have the ability  of 

separating signals from numerous sources can substantially 

enhance  the performance of cellular communications systems 

[8]. The ability and the Intelligence of smart antenna systems 

is come from the adaptive algorithms that used by the digital  

signal processing (DSP) unit of antenna array system . the 

block diagram of smart antenna system with M elements is 

shown in Fig.1 [9,10,11].  

 
 

 
Where, A/D refer to analog to digital convertor ,w0…..wM-1 is 

the weights of antenna array that calculated by the adaptive 

algorithm of DSP unit to steer maximum radiation of antenna 

array toward the desired users and nulling interference users. 

DOA refer to direction of arrival estimator that estimate the 

angle of arrival of  the incoming  signals. There are two main 

type of smart antenna beamforming, which are conventional 

beamforming and adaptive beamforming. 

3. CONVENTIONAL BEAMFORMING  
In a conventional beamforming smart antenna use fixed 

predefined weights to study the signal arriving from a specific 

direction. Since it enhance the signal incoming from desired 

direction while nulling signals from other directions, thus it is 

called the spatial matched filter[12].In the fixed weight 

beamforming it assumed the angle of arrival of received 

signals does not change with time, so the optimum weight 

would not need to be adjusted[2].Some of fixed weights 

beamforming algorithm that used by antenna array such as: 

Minimum Mean-Square Error Method, Maximum Signal-to-

Interference Ratio, Minimum Variance (MV) Method and 

Maximum Likelihood Method. Block diagram of fixed weight 

beamformer is shown in Fig.2[13]. 

Fig1: Block diagram of smart antenna system  
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the weighted array output of antenna array can be given in the 

following form[8]: 

( )=  . ( )                                                         (1)                                                                     

where: 

( ) =  0  (  )+[ 1  2…..  ].[  1( )  2( ) .. ( )]T + n( )                 

        = ( )+  ( )+ ( )                                         (2)                                                                           

  = [ 1  2 ….  ]   = weights of Array   

 ( ) = desired vector of signal  

 ( ) = vector of interfering signals  

( ) = zero mean Gaussian noise for each channel  

   = steering vector  of M-element array for    direction of 

arrival 

4. ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMING  
Adaptive Beamforming is a signal processing technique  in 

which the received signals by each element of antenna array 

are multiplied by complex weight vectors to adapt the 

magnitude and phase of the received signals in order to direct 

narrow beam patterns  in the direction of desired users and 

nulling toward the interferer sources. The signals received by 

different elements of an antenna array combined to form a 

single output. Classically, this is achieved by decreasing  the 

mean square error (MSE) between the actual array output and 

desired output [14].Fig.3 shows the block diagram of adaptive 

beamformer.  

 

 

 

5. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

(ANN) 
ANN is an applications of artificial intelligence that attempt to 

simulate the human brain activities in its functionalities and  

structure in a mathematical model. In artificial neural nets the 

"artificial" is included to distinguish the computer-based 

systems from the biological neural network system. ANNs 

have become very common in a broad  domains including, 

medical ,industrial and financial applications[15]. Also neural 

networks are widely used  in the field of signal processing  

mainly because of their, fast convergence rates, general 

purpose nature ,and its ability to store the experimental 

knowledge and making it available for use[16]. There are 

three features to characterize a neural network is: 

1. Architecture: the connection pattern of nodes 

between neurons. 

2. The learning or training algorithm : the method of  

the weights calculations on the connections. 

3. The activation function: the function that achieve an 

output for the input values received by a node [17]. 

6. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK 

(RNN)    
Recurrent network is a special type of artificial neural 

network. RNN consist of either single layer or multiple hidden 

layers network. They have one or more feedback loops and 

this consider the basic difference from feed forward networks 

as shown in Fig.4 .The feedback loop can appear between any 

two neurons or layers in many forms. It typically contain unit 

delay element denoted by z−1. Because recurrent networks 

consist of a large number of feed forward and feedback 

connections, they exhibit complex dynamics. Recurrent 

networks used in wide applications as  system identification, 

intelligent control  and applications of dynamical 

system[17].The unit delay element of the  feed- back loops 

indicates that the RNN has local memory characteristics have 

the ability to store activity patterns and introduce them to the 

neural network more than once, therefore the layers with 

feedback connections can use  their past activation in them 

previous  behavior . Therefore , at any given time, the output 

of  network can be calculated by propagating the input pattern 

forward through the NN and the recurrent activations are 

propagated backward to the additional layer that known as 

context layer ,that able to copy the activation pattern from the 

output layer on the last instant. The most common recurrent 

neural networks were produced by Jordan  and Elman where 

Jordan is fully recurrent neural network (all existing neurons 

output are used for feedback) and  ELMAN is partially 

recurrent neural network [18, 19, 20]. 
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7. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 

UNIFORM LINEAR ARRAY 
It is assumed that there are K narrow-band incoherent plane 

waves, received by a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) with 

M(M>K) omnidirectional antenna elements spaced by 

distance d from directions { 1 , 2 ,…. K−1}  ,which are 

between [-90,90].the geometry of linear array antenna is 

shown in Fig.5. 

Fig 2:Fixed weight beamformer 
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Fig 3: Adaptive beamformer 

Fig 4: Recurrent neural network 
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Fig 5:Geometry of linear array antenna 

the received signal at Mth antenna element is calculated by 

[11]: 

Xi           
                                                (3)                                     

i=1,2,……M  

where :sm  are the steering vector of signals received from ith 

sensor, ni (t) is the noise received at each element of array 

antenna and 

km= 
    

 
                                                                            

(4)                                                                           

where: d , is the distance between the array elements,  ω0 is 

the angular frequency and c refer to the light speed in free 

space. 

The formula of the received signal can be written in matrix 

form as : 

X(k)=AS(k)+N(k)                                                                  (5)                                                                            

Where: 

A is array steering matrix toward the direction of the 

incoming signal and is given by: 

A=[a( 1),a( 2)…….a( k)]                                                    (6) 

a( m)=[1               …….          ]                          (7)                 

X(k)=[x1(k) x2(k)….…xm(k)]T                                                 (8)              

N(k)=[n1(k)  n2(k) …… nm(k)]T                                              (9)                  

S(k)=[s1(k) s2(k) …...… sm(k)]T                                            (10)           

array output y can be given as follows: 

y(k) = wH·X(k)                                                                      (11)                                                                             

where: 

w =[w1 w2 …. wM]T                                                             (12)         

w:weight vector of antenna array. 

8. BEAMFORMING PROCEDURE 
There are two steps of using neural network for smart antenna 

beamforming : 

8.1 Training phase  
In this step the input and output pairs of artificial neural 

network are generated(preprocessing) in order to train the 

network on them and saving the weights after achieving best 

training performance. At first the correlation matrix of the 

incoming signals that received by M elements of antenna 

array system  are generated as follows: 

Rxx= E{X(k)X(k)H} =  

 
 
 
 
 
              

             
 

   

 
 

       

 
 

    
 
 
 
 

          (13)                   

where H refer to conjugate transpose, then the first row of the 

correlation matrix Rxx is taken to be as the input of neural 

network since it contain adequate information about the 

received signal as: 

Z=[R11  R12 ……….R1M ] , then the input vector is normalized 

to be more suitable as input of neural network : 

 B= 
 

     
                                                                                 (14)                                                                 

and because the neural network does not operate with 

complex number ,therefore the real and imaginary part of each 

element in B vector is taken , so the dimension of B vector 

will be twice (1x2M ).The target output of neural network is 

generated from the weight equation of Minimum Variance 

Distortionless (MVDL) beamformer. The weights that 

generated from MVDL beamformer can provide optimal 

beamforming and steer the main beam of radiation pattern 

toward desired users and nulling undesired users in optimal 

form. The antenna array weight based on MVDL beamformer 

is given in eq.(15)[21]. 

 Wop= 
        

      

  
         

         
                                                                   (15)                                          

Where Ad refer to the steering vector of K desired signals 

received by antenna array with M elements. The neural 

network training process is shown in Fig.6.  

 
As shown in Fig.6 the training is complete after  the network 

reach to the best training performance ( the error between 

actual and target output (Wop) approach to zero )  ,then  the  

network weights are saved . Where, the network will use these 

weights to estimate the output of data sample that network did 

not trained on them before (unseen data sample ). It is worth 

mentioning that the network needs more than one trial of 

training  to reach to best training performance and the saved 

Fig 6:Training process of  neural network  
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weights of the network refer to empirical knowledge that  

gained by the network during the training process. 

8.2 Performance Phase 
In this step the neural network will estimate the weights of the 

new incoming signals that network never seen before during 

training step (network did not trained on them) ,the 

correlation matrix of the received signal are calculated ,and 

then  the only input to the neural network  is B vector that 

given in eq(14), and the network will estimate (or predict) the 

output  (optimum weight (Wop) ) based on empirical 

knowledge gained through the training process. These 

weights are used by antenna array system to form multiple 

narrow beams toward the desired directions and make nulling 

in the direction of interferences.  

The proposed model of ERNN is shown in Fig.7 , it consists 

of three layers with context unit, both input and output layer 

consist of 3 nodes (equal to the number of training data 

sample) , while the hidden layer consist of five nodes (based 

on trial and error) .The activation functions that used by 

ERNN in both  hidden and output layer is  a tan sigmoid 

transfer functions. ERNN is trained by using supervised 

training algorithms , they are : Levenberg Marquardt (LM)  

algorithm  and Resilient backpropagation(Rprop) algorithm.  

Elman Recurrent Neural Network (ERNN) model is shown 

below:  

 
where :  iw{1,1} is the weights matrix between the hidden 

layer and the context unit, iw{2,1} is the weight matrix 

between the  output layer and  the hidden layer, Y1,Y2 and Y3 

refer to the outputs of ERNN. Also ,the input/output pairs (B 

,Wop) are generated in order to train the ERNN on desired 

weight vectors. It is found that the network is able to estimate 

the weights of all unseen signals between the range [-90º,90º] 

if  the ERNN trained on the signals that received from the 

following direction of arrival: [-90º,0º, 90]. The weights 

vectors (iw{1,1} and iw{2,1})  are saved after reaching to 

best training performance and the network tested for new 

unknown received signals , the only input to the network is B 

vector and the output will be the optimum weight (Wop).After 

achieving the output from the artificial neural network 

training , the beam pattern of antenna array system is drown 

from the equation of array factor that given as follows :  

AF = |Wop(k)  
                                                            (16)                                                       

i=1,2…..M  

where,      is the searching angle between [-900  ,900 ] 

with 1˚  as step size from -90° to 90º.    

9. SIMULATION RESULTS   
The simulation results of smart antenna beamforming based 

on ERNN  are implemented for uniform linear array with 

(M=5) and element spacing  d=λ / 2 . ERNN has been trained 

using the following supervised algorithms: 

9.1 Levenberg-Marquardt (lm) Training  
The performance of ERNN training phase based on 

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm, with five hidden 

neurons is shown in Fig.8 ,where the  best phase training 

performance is [1.121938e-14] at epoch 38 with best 

validation performance equal to [1.682442e-14] and the best 

test performance is [3.363946e-14]. 

  

 

After the ERNN training phase based on LM algorithm is 

completed, the network had been tested for some new unseen 

signals  and has given good performance  .Fig.9 shows the 

linear and polar plot of  beam pattern (uniform Array factor 

(AF) with respect to Angle Of Arrival (AOA)) of new 

incoming signal with DOA =30º, As shown in Fig.9 the main 

beam of antenna based on ERNN  almost completely identical 

with the actual main beam(based on MVDL beamformer). 

The side lobe level of antenna beam pattern based on ERNN 

trained by LM algorithm is about 0.05  above the actual value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10 shows the linear and polar plot  of new incoming signal 

with DOA=60º , the main beam identical with actual one and 

the side lobe level increased by 0.18 above the side lobe of 

actual beam.  

 

Fig 8: Performance of ERNN trained by LM algorithm 

Fig 7 : Elman Recurrent neural network 

Fig 9 : Antenna beam pattern using ERNN  trained by 

LM algorithm (M=5, d=λ / 2,DOA=30º) 
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9.2 Resilient Back-Propagation (Rprop) 

Training  
The performance of ERNN training  that updates weight and 

bias values based on the  Rprop training algorithm with five 

hidden neurons is shown in Fig.11 ,where the  best phase 

training performance is [1.358237e-07]at epoch 79 with best 

validation performance is [3.494906e-07]and best test 

performance is [3.704479e-07]. 

 

Fig 11: Performance of ERNN trained by Rprop 

algorithm 

After the ERNN training phase based on Rprop algorithm is 

completed, the network had been tested for some new unseen 

signals and has given good performance. Fig.12 shows the 

linear and polar plot of  beam pattern of new incoming signal 

with DOA=45º, As shown in Fig.12 the main beam of antenna 

based on ERNN  almost completely identical with the actual 

main beam. The side lobe level of antenna beam pattern based 

on ERNN trained by Rprop algorithm is about 0.12  above the 

actual value.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13 shows the linear and polar plot  of new incoming signal 

with DOA=-10º , the main beam identical with actual one and 

the side lobe level increased by 0.05 above the side lobe of 

actual beam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table(1) shows the comparison between the performance of 

ERNN trained by LM and Rprop , where LM has given better 

performance than Rprop training algorithm with less number 

of epoch but it  requires more memory than other algorithms. 

Table 1 : Comparison between the performance of ERNN 

trained by LM and Rprop 

Performance/Training algorithm LM Rprop 

Training performance 1.121938e-14 1.358237e-07 

Validation performance 1.682442e-14 3.494906e-07 

Test performance 3.363946e-14 3.704479e-07 

epoch 35 79 

 

Table (2) shows the amount of the increase in the side lobe 

level of antenna array beam pattern based on ERNN  from the 

actual value for 10 signals. The results show that the amount 

of increase in the side lobe level is almost equal for both LM 

and Rprop, but it may be differs from one angle  of arrival to 

another, because the inputs/outputs pairs of neural network (B 

,Wop) may contain approximately equal neighboring samples 

,and it has been proven by experience this will adversely 

affect the performance of the neural network. 

 
DOA    / Training algorithm LM Rprop 

30º 0.05 0.01 

60º 0.18 0.16 

45º 0.12 0.12 

-10º 0.05 0.05 

-20º 0.133 0.133 

40º 0.18 0.18 

10º 0.05 0.05 

-30º 0.01 0.01 

-60º 0.15 0.15 

-40º 0.18 0.18 

        

10. CONCLUSION 

In this paper Elman Recurrent Neural Network (ERNN) is 

used for smart antenna adaptive beamforming. ERNN is 

trained using LM and Rprop back propagation training 

algorithm. ERNN is trained to calculate the optimum weights 

of antenna array to direct multiple narrow beam patterns 

toward the desired directions of users and make nulling 

toward the direction of interfering sources. LM has been given 

a better performance than Rprop training algorithm but it 

Table 2 : The amount of in the side lobe level in the beam 

pattern of antenna array pattern based on ERNN  from 

the actual value for 10 signals. 

 

Fig 12 : Antenna beam pattern using ERNN  trained by 

Rprop algorithm (M=5, d=λ / 2,DOA=45º) 

Fig 10 : Antenna beam pattern using ERNN  trained by 

LM algorithm (M=5, d=λ / 2,DOA=60º) 

Fig 13 : Antenna beam pattern using ERNN  trained by 

Rprop algorithm (M=5, d=λ / 2,DOA=-10º) 
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needs more memory than other algorithms .Neural network 

application in adaptive beamforming for smart antenna system  

introduces such advantages such as, fast convergence rates , 

nonlinear property ,increase capacity of system and adaptive 

learning capability. As a future extension for this method it is 

possible to increase the number of desired users (targets) and 

direct multiple narrow beams toward them and simultaneously 

nulling interference sources ,as well as using lower  

complexity ways in the hybridization process between the 

artificial neural network and antenna array. 
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